
…because toilets are for everyone.

 

Address of the location

____________________________
Address of the location

This restroom is 
, because…

 it is accessible without steps
 it has foldable grab rails
 it has space for a wheelchair alongside  
 it is large and spacious
 it has a changing table
 it is clean
 other:

____________________________

Order the DIY door hangers at:    
incloosive@wheelmap.org

This is how it works:
1. Find a public restroom (e.g. in a restaurant, café etc.)

which is accessible without steps.

is equipped.

2. Fill in the name and the address of the location and 
check the boxes according to how the restroom  

3. Take two pics: One of the door hanger on the 
outside and one showing the inside of the restroom.

4. Send the two pics to incloosive@wheelmap.org,
or share them directly on Facebook or Twitter
using #incLOOsive! and #inKLOsiv!

Do you want to do more? Find the location on
Wheelmap.org and mark if the place and its restroom 

is a campaign by Wheelmap.org,
supported by “Toiletten für Alle”. Find further   
info on: news.wheelmap.org/en/incLOOsive

Wheelmap is an online map  
for wheelchair accessible  
places, operated by the 
SOZIALHELDEN in Berlin.
Everyone can join in and 
evaluate the accessibility
of places and restrooms. 

at www.wheelmap.org
or as a free app for your
smartphone.

In a “Toilet for All” there 
is a plank bed and a person 
lift for people with severe  
disabilities, enabling them
to use the restroom. The  
“Leben pur” foundation is 
committed to creating 
more “Toilets for all” by 
reconstructing restrooms
in Germany, starting with
restrooms that are stepless,
large and spacious. 

Only 3 steps to get your own
DIY                    door hanger

1. Fold the sheet in the middle (see folding line!).
2. Glue the sides together to make it more stable.
3. Cut out the door hanger with scissors as indicated.
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Join in! 

____________________________
Name of the location

____________________________

are wheelchair accessible or not.

.

The Wheelmap is available


